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An energetic contender
CHRIS KELLY GETS TO GRIPS WITH THE FLAGSHIP RANGE FROM ACOUSTIC ENERGY, 

IN THE FORM OF THE £2400-A-PAIR AE509 FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS. HIS VERDICT?
 THIS REALLY IS A ‘MUST LISTEN’ DESIGN

REVIEW | CHRIS KELLY

Regular readers of HIFICRITIC may recall that some months ago I reviewed the Acoustic Energy AE320 
floor standing loudspeaker, and that it was awarded a well-deserved Best Buy classification by our 
editor. I enjoyed my time with AE320s so when the opportunity to hear the brand’s flagship range, in 
the shape of the floor-standing AE509,  I was not backward in coming forward. Without rehashing what 
I wrote previously, I shall just remind you that this British company has been producing loudspeakers 
since 1987 and enjoys a strong reputation with audiophiles around the world for producing affordable 
but exceptionally musical loudspeakers.

The 509s that arrived here were finished in a 
very high quality gloss white, which looked very 
attractive, at least to these eyes. Each loudspeaker 
weighs 22kg, which makes them very manageable 
for one person to unpack, assemble and lift 
into place. The elegant 18mm MDF ‘Resonance 
Suppression Composite’ cabinet measures 
1000x185x270 (mm, HWD) excluding the spiked 
feet. These are attached to the sole plate via 
two aluminium bars of unequal length, using 
the supplied Allen key. Once set in the preferred 
position, the 509s seem pleasingly solid and very 
stable. The front boasts a pair 125 mm carbon-fibre 
main drivers and between them is a centrally sited 
25mm dome tweeter, also crafted from carbon 
fibre. Each driver is attached to the cabinet with 
four black screws, set at the 2, 4, 8 and 10 o’clock 
positions. A black grille is supplied and attaches via 
hidden magnets. I played them with and without 
the grilles on but as I preferred the look of them 
without that is how most of the review was done.
 The rear panel offers a a pair of good quality 
three-way binding posts towards the the bottom, 
with an aluminium plate bearing the serial 
number, the model name and the legend “Made in 
PRC”. Internally, the cabinet is extensively braced 
and dampened, and rapping it with a knuckle 
creates no superfluous acoustic response. There is 
a bass port located on the rear of the cabinet.
 The crossover is a two-way affair. In the 
company’s own words “The crossovers use high 
voltage polypropylene film wound capacitors and 
air core inductors at critical locations for optimum 
dispersion through a smaller acoustic source size 
within the crossover region.”
 Driver materials seem to go in and out of fashion 
and carbon fibre has appeared in various main 

driver designs over the years. In the manufacturer’s 
own words again:  “The 125mm mid/bass driver 
includes a new oversized 35mm voice coils for low 
thermal compression and very high motor force 
factor, to provide a highly dynamic yet controlled 
bass response. The woofer has an optimised motor 
and suspension system for maximum linearity and 
lowest distortion ensuring mid-range definition, 
whilst the lightweight nature of the carbon fibre 
cone material increases transient speed and clarity.” 
 The use of carbon fibre in tweeters is much less 
common, and once again, rather than paraphrase, 
let me quote what Acoustic Energy has to say 
on the matter:  ‘Our 500 Series tweeter features 
a brand new 25mm carbon fibre dome. Carbon 
fibre is much lighter and better damped than 
other typical hard dome materials and provides a 
lightning fast, natural sound which will surprise the 
listener with its neutrality.
 The new cast aluminium WDT waveguide on 
the high frequency driver is positioned close to 
the mid/bass driver for optimum dispersion and 
is extremely stiff to reduce vibration being passed 
to the tweeter, ensuring sweet, clear and natural 
highs.’  The claimed frequency response for the 
AE509s is a wide 32Hz to 28kHz. The impedance is 
quoted at 6ohms, with sensitivity of 89dB. I decided 
to use the 4ohm tap on my PrimaLuna EVO400 
integrated valve amplifier and deployed TelluriumQ 
UltraBlackII cable to make the connection. I had the 
cabinets with a slight toe-in towards the listening 
position, with the corner nearest to the rear wall at 
60cm distance on both sides.
 The rest of the review system consisted on 
my own modified Linn Sondek LP12, with a 
Dynavector XX2 cartridge fitted to the Ittok 
arm, with my GoldNote PH10 and PSU phono 
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stage, for vinyl replay. Silver disc and DAC duties 
were handled by Yamaha CD-S3000 player and 
streaming came through an Auralic Aries Mini with 
an iFi power supply. I use a Network Acoustics ENO 
(highly recommended!) and this was attached 
to the Aries Mini., which was connected to the 
Yamaha’s coaxial digital input. Finally, as we use 
our hifi system for TV sound, an optical cable was 
attached to the Yamaha. 

The Listening Experience
Having established with Acoustic Energy that the 
review pair of AE509s had already had plenty of 
use (although they looked pristine), I allowed the 
amplifier a little warm up time and got straight 
into listening, initially using the My Favorites (their 
spelling) files on Qobus, which has built into a 
large repository of music.
 Starting with the 2022 reissue of the Beach 
Boys three-CD Best Of:Sounds of Summer, which 
has been released to coincide with the 60th 
anniversary of California’s finest signing to Capitol 
Records in 1962, it is packed full of both classic hit 
songs and some more obscure album tracks, most 
of which have been remastered in “proper” stereo 
for the first time. As a lifelong Beach Boys fan, I 
was startled and delighted with how immediate 
and real these wonderful old songs sounded, and 
through the AE509s I was able to hear little details 
which I’d never picked up on before. 
 For example, on ‘Do It Again’, the drums seemed 
more forward in the mix and the whole song 
seemed to push ahead with greater pace than I 
recall from the original. On other more reflective 
pieces, such as the sublime God Only Knows, Carl 
Wilson’s gorgeous high tenor is beautifully backed 
by the rest of the group and the 509s brought the 
whole ensemble right into the room with me. I had 
planned to play just a few tracks from this three 
CD album but got so involved that I sat through 
the whole thing in that first sitting. This was a truly 
immersive listening experience.
 That evening we watched an action movie 
and the 509s did an excellent job with both 
dialogue and explosions and gunfire. In fact, 
the spoken voice is particularly well portrayed. 
My own loudspeakers are from another British 
manufacturer, with a strong BBC heritage, and they 
bring the human voice to life in a way few others 
can, but, the 509s were so good in this regard that 
they have joined a very short list of loudspeakers 
I’d add to the very short list of those that I might 
choose to replace mine should the need ever arise.
 Switching to vinyl replay, I put together a fairly 
eclectic playlist, from Paul Chambers’ Bass On Top, 
through the evergreen Forever Changes by Love, 
the 50th Anniversary reissue of the Rolling Stones’ 

Let It Bleed, Max Richter’s The New Four Seasons: 
Vivaldi Reimagined and Fontaines DC’s Skinty Fia. 
That was an interesting day! However, throughout 
it all the 509s kept their composure and I think did 
every album justice.
 Over the rest of the time that the 509s graced 
our living room, I asked them to play everything 
from polyphonic Renaissance choral music to 
heavy rock, with stops at jazz, blues, folk, pop and 
electronica on the way, and not once did they 
falter or sound uncomfortable. Bass was full and 
tuneful, but never bloated, nor did the bass port 
ever make itself evident. The 32Hz claimed low 
frequency response seemed very plausible. 
 The all important midrange, where the human 
voice and many instruments reside, was perfectly 
judged and even when I cranked up the output 
from the 8 EL34 valves in the EVO400, everything 
stayed composed and disciplined. The 509s never 
seemed shouty. Similarly at more ear-friendly 
levels they projected music into the room with 
nothing added and nothing taken away. The 
carbon fibre tweeter gives a very pleasant and airy 
top end, with no harshness even with the volume 
well advanced, and the two main drivers give an 
uncoloured window into the music. The sound is 
smooth but never dull, and I listened for hours on 
end with absolutely no fatigue.

Summary
At the risk of sounding as if I am repeating my 
previous review, I have to congratulate the design 
team at Acoustic Energy for a very well executed 
project. Yes the loudspeaker is assembled in 
China, but the intellectual property belongs in 
Gloucestershire. Make no mistake, this a very 
accomplished piece of equipment. Then look at the 
UK retail price - about £2400 including VAT – and 
you begin to realise that this is another bonafide 
bargain from Acoustic Energy. Available in the 
Gloss White finish  of the review pair, or Piano 
Gloss Black or American Walnut, it should fit in with 
most decorative schemes. Pair it with an equally 
good amplifier and source and you should have a 
system that will offer years of musical delight. They 
paired very well indeed with my valve amplifier, 
notwithstanding their sub-90dB efficiency, but I 
am sure a good solid state amplifier would make a 
very strong partner too. 
 What’s more when you register your new pair 
of 509s with Acoustic Energy, the company willl 
extend the standard three-year warranty to five  
years, for added peace of mind. If you are in the 
market for a new pair of loudspeakers, the Acoustic 
Energy 509s really should be on your “must 
audition” list – at this price I think they’ll trounce 
much of the competition.

REVIEW

Specifications

Acoustic Energy AE509
Type  Floorstanding loudspeaker____________________________
Price  £2400/pr____________________________
Drive units  25mm carbon-fibre
               dome tweeter, 2 x 12.5cm 
             carbon-fibre cone woofers ____________________________
Crossover                                2.9kHz   ___________________________      
Sensitivty                        89dB/W/m     ___________________________  
Impedance                             6ohms____________________________
Power handling 175W max____________________________
Frequency response 
  32Hz-28kHz (+/-6dB)____________________________
Finishes              P iano Gloss White, 
                       Piano Gloss Black and    
     American Walnut wood veneer ____________________________
Dimensions (HxWxD) 
  100x18.5x27cm____________________________
Weight  (each) 22kg

acoustic-energy.co.uk


